Reduction of time delay is a critical issue for better interaction in a networked performance. By transmitting an avatar created by skeleton data from Kinect, time delay can be reduced compared to video transmission due to small data. Even though this approach is weak in the realistic aspect, the avatar can be manipulated in simple and various ways, so that it has many advantages and better interactivity.
Introduction
New technologies have assisted the performing arts in many ways. Especially, communication technologies, which include the phone, TV, radio, satellite, and the internet, broke the gap of space-time differences between places, then new art form which is a networked performance emerged. Interactivity which has been a key issue in networked performances means the interactions between elements which are actor, stage, and audience. In order to accomplish the interactions, audio-visual information should be transmitted to far-end sites. The time delay, however, is a critical issue in seamless interactivity between sites.
A video transmission needs high bandwidth connection and processing load of the system to transmit high quality images with low latency. There are some solutions for the video transmission. DVTS, which has 200-400 ms of latency, has been widely adopted to many video conference applications for low latency and low cost with a reliable video quality [1] . But it had stopped being developed, so it cannot be used for an advanced performance of lower latency. Other solutions are video gateways such as i-Visto and TVIPS, which have very low latency of less than 200 ms [2] [3] . However, these are much more expensive than software-based solutions, and standardized for a broadcasting system in an enterprise level, so it is difficult to incorporate these tools in general systems on a large scale.
As we previously mentioned, the better video quality causes more transmission time delay due to the limitation of the coding and decoding process. Therefore we suggest a transmission of small data with interactive avatar animation in a networked performance. Microsoft Kinect can capture the movements of actors, then covert those to skeleton data which can be transmitted to remote sites as visual information of a local actor on the stage. We considered two benefits of this method: 1) more interactivity of elements reducing time delay, and 2) more flexibility of expressions manipulating the data of movements. An avatar animation has been used in many performances in which the dancer's movements are manipulated to abstract images [4] [5] [6] . Also the technique produces stylized images with various algorithms which have an affection to the audience with empirically-proven methods [7] .
In this article, we showed how to 1) make simple avatar animations, and 2) check the exact time delay between sites. Then we confirmed that transmission of small data using interactive avatar animation is useful to transmit visual information for better interactivity with low latency and high flexibility in a networked performance.
Methods
We built an avatar animation system, then it was compared to a video transmission system in terms of time delay and latency of transmission over the internet. PC, Windows 7, and Max/MSP/Jitter are needed to build each system. We tested two experiments that DVTS video transmission, and Kinect data transmission. In each system the time delay was measured to count the frame differentiation between the machines [ Figure 1 ]. 2. Run Max 6 to coordinate the position of a player's hand with Kinect skeleton [ Figure 3 ]. 3. Take a video of the screens both Machine 3 and 4. 4. Send a bang (a blinking signal) right after the hand's move with UDP packets on Max 6.` 5. Run Max 6 on Machine 4 to make an avatar animation with the receiving data from Machine 3. 6. Analyze the recorded video to count the number of frames which was caused by a time delay of Kinect skeleton and Max 6. 6. Repeat these steps 5 times to get the mean value of the delay to reduce inaccuracy.
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Results
[ Table 1 ] shows the result of test 1 (DVTS) and 2 (Kinect). The number of frames was counted between triggering points (bang to bang). Then the latency was calculated using: Each one-way delay including latency was 367.03 ms (DVTS) and 186.85 ms (Kinect). And, the one-way network delay was less than 1 ms (1 Gbps local connection). It confirms that a transmission of small data using avatar animation can have much more interactivity due to less latency, even if the network delay increased up to 200 ms if the remote site were the opposite side of the globe. In Kinect's case, the delay was measured with different values between trials since each trial was likely dependent on Kinect processing load of Max 6. However those are limited within 3 frames gap, so it wouldn't be a problem for interaction between actors. For more accurate controlling, the buffer module might be needed to get the constant latency of the process even though the time delay may be increased.
Conclusions
An avatar animation method is effective to reduce time delay of the transmission due to small data. Therefore it improves the interactivity on the stage of a cyber performance. Also the data captured from Kinect is more flexible since they can be easily manipulated by various software such as MAX/MSP/Jitter and Processing. Some abstract images of movements can be made from interpretation of the data in computational and mathematical ways. A video transmission might be a better way to communicate between actors with real images. However, the more sophisticated the images, the more time delay occurs during the performance. Then those images cannot be manipulated easily since they are based on the real shape of the objects and the data are hardly ever divided into elements of movements.
Therefore we suggested a simple way of transmitting small data using avatar animation that can reduce the latency. It's obvious that less latency is helpful for a better interactivity among actors. However, that is the only reason to use this method, it has additional advantages. At first, the data can be used with any elements on the stage, such as music and sound. Thus each movement from the remote site can make an audio environment of the local stage. And, the data can show the emotion of the actors in a way of a movement and an affection mapping [8] . Thus the audience can feel actor's emotion without seeing the actor's actual body. Also, the data can create very high-resolution images due to the vector property, then the rendered images can be optimized on even a 4K video transmission platform with a low-cost system in the future.
